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Abstract: In exploratory search, users sometimes combine two or more issued queries into new que‐
ries. We present such a kind of search behavior as query combination behavior. We find that the
queries after combination usually can better meet users’ information needs. We also observe that
users combine queries for different motivations, which leads to different types of query combination
behaviors. Previous work on understanding user exploratory search behaviors has focused on how
people reformulate queries, but not on how and why they combine queries. Being able to answer
these questions is important for exploring how users search and learn during information retrieval
processes and further developing support to assist searchers. In this paper, we first describe a two‐
layer hierarchical structure for understanding the space of query combination behavior types. We
manually classify query combination behavior sessions from AOL and Sogou search engines and
explain the relationship from combining queries to success. We then characterize some key aspects
of this behavior and propose a classifier that can automatically classify types of query combination
behavior using behavioral features. Finally, we summarize our findings and show how search en‐
gines can better assist searchers.
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1. Introduction

Academic Editor:

Exploratory search is a special type of information seeking [1] carried out by search
engine users who are not familiar with their search domains, who are motivated by com‐
plex information needs, or who encounter indexes of information which are inadequate
[2–4]. Under such conditions, users have to spend more time searching for related docu‐
ments, obtaining new knowledge from them, and planning for new queries by synthesiz‐
ing the information they gathered during the search process [5,6]. Exploratory search
studies focus on diversifying user search behaviors to help users learn and explore the
unknown [7–9].
During the process of analyzing user behavior in exploratory searches, there is a
wealth of search behavior where users combine two or more issued queries into new que‐
ries. In this work, we present such a type of search behavior as query combination behav‐
ior (QCB). Here, we consider two examples to illustrate this behavior. Both examples
come from the AOL data set (released by America Online, a collection of real query logs
that is based on 650,000 real users). Figure 1a shows a search session where the user is
seeking information on dogs. We can see that, in this session, the user issued content‐
related queries (all queries pertaining to dogs) and clicked on relevant results. The de‐
scriptions of information needs are becoming more and more accurate (“pitbull” is a kind
of dog, but the query “pitbull” yields results on a variety of topics, such as the singer
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“Pitbull” and the nickname “Pitbull”; therefore, the query “pitbull dogs” is a more accu‐
rate description of the information needs compared with the query “pitbull”, thereby re‐
ducing redundant topics), providing some evidence that the user is exploring during in‐
formation seeking. The user performed QCB by combining the query “dogs” and the
query “pitbull” into the following query: “pitbull dogs”. Figure 1b shows another search
session, where the user was seeking musical resources. The query “everything I want the
world” and the query “a pleasing sense of happiness” are both lyrics of a song named
“Top of the world”, which was evidence that the user was exploring information pertain‐
ing to this song. The user performed QCB by combining the query “everything I want the
world” and the query “a pleasing sense of happiness” into the following query: “every‐
thing I want the world a pleasing sense of happiness for me”.
00:59:14 Queried dogs
Clicked http://dogs.about.com http://www.thetypesofdogs.com
01:06:40 Queried pitbull
Clicked http://www.pitbullmusic.com
01:06:57 Queried pitbull dogs
Clicked http://www.pitbull411.com/
01:21:32 END OF SESSION
(a) A search session where the user is seeking information on dogs
10:43:55 Queried everything I want the world
Clicked None
10:45:08 Queried a pleasing sense of happiness
Clicked None
10:45:23 Queried everything I want the world a pleasing sense of happiness for
me
Clicked https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/acdc/topoftheworld.html/
11:06:07 END OF SESSION
(b) A search session where the user is seeking information on music
Figure 1. Examples of QCB sessions.

We observed that users can meet their information needs by combining queries
where they analyzed and synthesized the information they have learned. For example, in
Figure 1a, the user performed QCB after he or she: (1) analyzed the search results (found
the query “pitbull” yields results on a variety of topics); (2) synthesized the information
needs “pitbull” with the topic “dogs”. We also notice that the inter‐query time between
“pitbull” and “pitbull dogs” is relatively short (the click on the web page is a music web‐
site which has nothing to do with dogs), and the inter‐query time between “pitbull dogs”
and the end of the session is the longest, providing some evidence that the query “pitbull
dogs” can better meet the user’s information need.
Based on this observation, the users who performed QCB have to search and learn
during their information retrieval processes. Therefore, users who perform QCB not only
have sufficient searching abilities but also sufficient learning abilities. The current litera‐
ture on users’ searching behaviors has figured out that users would be able to search better
and possibly learn more with their learning skills (e.g., understanding, analysis, applica‐
tion, or synthesis) improved [10,11]. These studies emphasize the importance of concep‐
tualizing learning as search outcomes [12].
Searching as learning (SAL) studies bring together two disconnected research areas:
information retrieval and pedagogy [13]. From the perspective of searching as learning,
searching is conceptualized as a process in which searchers engage in various search ac‐
tivities for learning [10,14]. During this process, people critically analyze information,
bringing pieces of information together to create something new, through evaluating and
using information [10]. This aligns with our previous observation from QCB sessions,
where users analyze search results and synthesize the information they learned.
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Therefore, being able to understand this kind of exploratory search behavior is im‐
portant for understanding how users analyze search results and how they bring pieces of
information together; therefore, this can further help users find information more easily
by designing a range of applications, including recommendation systems and feature en‐
gineering, etc. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that charac‐
terizes this typical type of search behavior in exploratory searches. We thus address this
gap in the literature with the research presented in this paper.
We first focus on exploring the space of QCB types to answer how and why users
combine queries, and to explain the relationship between combining queries and success.
We then characterize some key aspects of this behavior and present a methodology that
uses machine learning techniques to autonomously classify QCB sessions.
Through our analysis, this paper proposes a two‐layer hierarchical structure of QCB,
discusses the role QCB play in exploratory search, characterizes QCB features, and uses
these insights to develop machine learning models capable of accurately distinguishing
QCB sessions. Specifically, we make the following four research contributions with the
work presented in this paper:





We define QCB in search sessions and present a two‐layer hierarchical structure of
QCB.
We propose the role that QCB plays in exploratory searches.
We characterize differences in the search behavior, which are associated with differ‐
ent types of QCB in the hierarchy.
We build classified models, based on these differences, to automatically classify QCB
for a given set of behavioral data.

2. Related Work
Characterizing the query behavior of exploratory search users has been the subject of
previous studies from different perspectives. The line of work most related to ours is
query reformulation, because QCB can be seen as a typical kind of query reformulation in
exploratory searches.
Query reformulation has been widely studied to reduce the gap between queries and
information needs [15,16]. By reformulating user queries into appropriate new forms, it
enables users to retrieve more relevant information [17]. Therefore, studies of query refor‐
mulation are particularly important in exploratory search, as users may lack the necessary
domain knowledge to describe their information needs [3,18,19].
Some research studied query reformulation from the perspective of reformulation
strategies. Huang et al. [20] focus on the taxonomy developed by analyzing search logs
and summarizing query reformulation strategies from prior works. These strategies in‐
clude adding words, removing words, word reorder, word substitution, etc. Boldi et al.
[21] classify user query reformulations into four categories, as follows: generalization, spe‐
cialization, error correction, and parallel move. They built a model for classifying query
reformulations. Bosung Kim et al. [22] proposed that the studies on query reformulation
can be divided into three categories, as follows: query reduction, substitution, and query
expansion. While these studies serve as insights into query re‐formulation, these ap‐
proaches all focus on superficial lexical aspects of reformulation [20].
Web search involves abundant human interactions, and these activity footprints can
reflect the real information needs of the user [23–25]. A number of recent studies have
shown that log‐based user behaviors provide rich context for performing query reformu‐
lation [26]. To better understand user reformulations, recently, more studies have focused
on analyzing users’ reformulating behaviors [3,15]. Therefore, search logs are widely used
to analyze user reformulating behavior because they record information about the full
interaction between users and search engines [27].
Medlar et al. [3] investigated the use of query reformulation in exploratory search
and explore the effect of query reformulation on user behavior. They found that query
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reformulation suggestions are important in the decision‐making process of whether or not
to terminate the current phase of their information seeking. Jiang et al. [28] proposed an
exploitation of heterogeneous network embedding to learn the semantics of queries and
term the dependencies of queries in search logs. They figured out that homomorphic re‐
formulations embeddings that precisely capture both syntactic and semantic reformula‐
tions can essentially benefit query reformulation suggestion. Sloan et al. [29] explored the
relationship between terms in adjacent queries to aid in query reformulation. They indi‐
cated that a significant number of added terms in query reformulations can be sourced
from the terms that the user was exposed to in the previous impression.
This work extends existing research in the following ways: no previous study on ex‐
ploratory search examines how users combine queries and why they perform QCB. We
summarize a hierarchy of this kind of search behavior and employ log analysis to provide
new insight into combination success. We characterize differences in the search behavior
associated with different types of QCB in the hierarchy and develop a classifier based on
these differences to automatically classify QCB for a given search log.
3. A hierarchy of Query Combination Behavior
Different types of QCB were observed in user search sessions at the beginning of this
work. To illustrate the differences between QCB types, let us review the examples in Fig‐
ure 1. In Figure 1a, the user combined queries to find “pitbull” in the topic “dogs” where
“pitbull” is a subtopic of “dogs” (pitbull is a breed of dog). Compared with the example
in Figure 1b, however, there is no subtopic relevance between the query “everything I
want the world” and the query “a pleasing sense of happiness”.
To explore the space of QCB types, we begin in this section by defining QCB in search
sessions for the purposes of this study. We then describe the process by which we gradu‐
ally obtained the hierarchy of QCB. Based on the QCB hierarchy, we manually classified
a variety of QCB sessions taken from AOL search logs and Sogou search logs. Through
the judgment of success for QCB sessions, we propose the role QCB plays in exploratory
search processes.
3.1. Definitions
To explore the space of QCB types, we begin in this section by defining QCB in search
sessions. Through our definitions, one would be able to identify QCB sessions for any
given search session. We apply the following definitions for this purpose:
Definition: Query combination behavior (QCB)—a type of search behavior where us‐
ers combine two or more issued queries into new queries during the information retrieval
process.
Definition: Combined Queries—denoted as CBQ, that is, the newly created queries
during QCB. For example, the query “pitbull dogs” in Figure 1a and the query “every‐
thing I want the world a pleasing sense of happiness for me” are both CBQ.
Definition: Component Queries—denoted as CPQ, are the queries which consist of
CBQ during QCB. For example, the query “pitbull” and the query “dogs” in Figure 1a are
both the CPQ of the CBQ “pitbull dogs”.
Definition: Query combination behavior sessions—those search sessions where QCB
is performed. For example, the search session in Figure 1a,b.
3.2. A Hierarchy of QCB
To explore the space of QCB types, in this section we develop a hierarchy and cate‐
gorization scheme for this behavior. For this purpose, we first brainstormed and listed
candidates of QCB type as extensively as possible with our experiences. The list served as
a prototype of our hierarchy. We then gradually revised the prototype. Five exploratory
search researchers took part in this task. Researchers were asked to collaboratively judge
100 QCB sessions by examining the queries, the search results pages, and the clicked‐on
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web pages. These QCB sessions were identified and randomly picked from either AOL
search logs [30] or Sogou search logs [31].
Categories were revised, or new categories were added, if a QCB session fell out of
the prototype hierarchy. For example, the previous QCB type “accurate description” was
removed as unrepresentative (almost all QCB will fall into this category, providing evi‐
dence that this is a common feature of QCB).
If categories were modified or new categories were added, another 100 QCB sessions
were presented for judging. The judge–revise–judge cycle was repeated until all 100 ran‐
domly picked QCB sessions were classified into our hierarchy. As the prototype hierarchy
of QCB types was gradually modified, some QCB types were split into sub‐types, and
finally a two‐layer hierarchy of QCB naturally emerged. Figure 2 shows the hierarchy.

The hierarchy of
QCB
Topic
specialization

Topic
specialization
query first

Dominative
query first

Relation
discovery

Similarity
oriented

Distinction
oriented

Query
diversification

Diversification
mining

Figure 2. The hierarchy of QCB.

The first layer in Figure 2 is the category layer, which contains three QCB categories:
the topic specialization category, the relation discovery category, and the query diversifi‐
cation category. The second layer is the pattern layer. For example, the topic specialization
category can be divided into topic specialization query first pattern and dominative query
first pattern. To better understand the space of QCB types, we illustrate the hierarchy in
the remainder of this section. Note that, to better illustrate the examples of QCB, we omit
queries other than CPQ and CBQ in the following examples.
(1) Topic specialization
The topic specialization category of QCB demonstrates a requirement by the user to
limit the search results for CPQ into specific topics, represented by other CPQs. CPQs in
this category can be divided into two types:
Dominative queries are a particular type of CPQ, the search results for which cover
the objects that users are seeking.
Topic specialization queries are also a particular type of CPQ, the search results for
which correspond to the topic that the user has in mind.
To be considered as being under the topic specialization category of QCB, some CPQs
must correspond to the search object that the user already has in mind, while the others
correspond to the topic of the objects which he or she wants. We found that search results
for the dominative query are usually across different topics. Users exhibited this category
of QCB after they learned that their information needs could be met by synthesizing topics
and subjects.
Two patterns naturally emerged according to whether the time sequence, dominative
query, or topic specialization query came first. We found that these patterns correspond
to two types of search goals: exploring the topics of their search objects or exploring the
search objects in their topics. We compared the patterns in this QCB category as follows:


Dominative query first: This pattern describes users’ issue dominative queries in ad‐
vance of the topic specialization queries. Users who exhibited this pattern of QCB
were exploring the topics of their information needs. For example, the QCB session
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such as <“online games”, “pinball”, “pinball online games”>, where the user was ex‐
ploring to find online games, is judged as a dominative query first pattern. In this
session, the CPQ “online games” contains the subject that the user wants in mind,
which is considered as a dominative query, and another CPQ, “pinball”, contains the
topic information, which expresses that the type of online game he or she searched
for was “pinball”.
Topic specialization query first: This pattern describes users’ issue dominative que‐
ries in advance of the topic specialization queries. Users who exhibited this pattern
of QCB were exploring search objects in topics. The most common example of this
type of QCB pattern was the search session in Figure 1a. In this session, the CPQ
“dogs” was a topic specialization query, and the component query “pitbull” was a
dominative query. The user’s information need was to find the information of “pit‐
bull” in topic “dogs”.

(2) Relation discovery
QCB which falls into this category demonstrates a desire by the user to find the po‐
tential relations between CPQs. We found that users exhibit this category of QCB after
analyzing the search results yielded by CPQs and learning the relations between CPQs,
having discovered the objects that they were seeking. We also found that CPQs in these
QCB sessions are semantically similar. According to the kinds of relations between CPQs,
two patterns emerged:




Similarity‐oriented pattern: The search objects of users who exhibit this pattern are
seeking similarities between CPQs. The commonest example of this pattern is the
QCB in Figure 1b. As we discussed above, the user was exploring to find musical
resources about the song “Top of the world”, and the similarity relation between the
two CPQs is the name of the song—this is evidence that the user was exploring to
find the similarities of the CPQs by combining the CPQs.
Distinction‐oriented pattern: The search objects of users who exhibit this pattern are
seeking distinctions between CPQs. For example, a search session including <“estro‐
gen”, “progestin”, “estrogen and progestin”>, where the user was exploring to find
distinctions between “estrogen” and “progestin”, would be included in this pattern.
In this session, neither the CPQ “estrogen” nor the CPQ “progestin” was the search
object that the user had in mind. In fact, what the user really wanted was to explore
the distinctions between the two CPQs.

(3) Query diversification
QCB which falls into this category demonstrates a desire by the user to discover po‐
tential information which could not be found by issuing CBQ. Note that users who per‐
form this QCB category are not exploring relationships between CPQs but discovering the
new meaning of the CBQ. Therefore, CBQ in this pattern usually contains meanings that
cannot be found in the search results for each CPQ. There is only one pattern in this cate‐
gory of QCB, as follows:


Diversification mining: The most common example of this type of QCB pattern may
be the search session <“black”, “sheep”, “black sheep”>. The combined query “black
sheep” contains a new meaning, which is not present in “black” and “sheep”.

3.3. Manual QCB Classification
To better understand QCB, in this section we develop a system to manually classify
QCB sessions. Once this was achieved, we were able to characterize features to build mod‐
els which can automatically classify QCB types.
In this paper, we extracted QCB sessions from the AOL and the Sogou search log
data sets. We chose these two data sets for the following four main considerations: firstly,
search log data are extremely private, so collecting search logs may raise privacy issues,
thus leading to few publicly available query log data sets. Secondly, the query logs we can
collect is limited; however, both AOL and Sogou data sets have sufficient search logs
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available for analyses and for training machine learning algorithms (the AOL search log
data set is released by America Online with search logs of 650,000 real users [32], and the
Sogou search log data set—founded by Chinese commercial search engine Sogou—con‐
sists of real query logs of a given month [33]). Third, search logs in these two data sets are
collected from real information needs, which make them more able to reflect the user’s
real exploratory process [32]. Fourth, both AOL and Sogou data are publicly available, so
that our research findings could be reproduced. These factors also make AOL and Sogou
data sets the most used data sets in information retrieval.
For each search log, we used 30 min for identifying time gap sessions of our query
log [34]. To find sessions in which users may show exploratory behavior, we performed
the following:





Filter short sessions: We first filtered sessions with less than three queries since these
cannot be exploratory search sessions [35,36]. Similar criteria have been used in pre‐
vious work, e.g., [34].
Filter no click sessions: We also removed search sessions with no click, since these
cannot reflect user behavioral characteristics.
Normalize plural nouns in sessions: We replaced the plural nouns in QCB sessions
with their corresponding singular nouns.

We applied these criteria to find sessions in which users are likely to show exploring
[34]. We found that more than 5% of the search sessions show QCB (145,783 QCB sessions
in 2,667,714 AOL search sessions and 78,927 QCB sessions in 1,511,916 Sogou search ses‐
sions), which illustrates QCB as a common exploratory search behavior. In addition, 98%
of these QCB sessions (219,227 QCB sessions) have two CPQs. Due to the large scale of the
data set, we sampled 6000 QCB sessions (4000 sessions are from the AOL data set and the
others are from the Sogou data set). We believe that in many cases, QCB types can be
deduced from looking at user behaviors which are available to the search engine [37].
Therefore, judges classified these QCB sessions based on behaviors, such as: (1) queries;
(2) search results; (3) clicked‐on web pages; (4) dwell times; (5) further searches after CBQ.
Previous work on behavioral analysis has shown that dwell times are associated with
the queries, which can yield satisfying information for searchers [38,39]. For the issued
query in a search session, the time stamps of this query and the following query can rep‐
resent the dwell time of the query. For instance, at time t0, the user issues a query, and at
time t1, the user issues the next query. Given the two timestamps, we calculate the dwell
time of the query as t1–t0. Similar criteria have been used in previous work to demarcate
search sessions, e.g., [7].
For the experiments, we recruited 12 participants affiliated with the Northeastern
University campus. We divided these participants into three groups, and the judges in
each group were asked to work together on the manual classification of 2000 QCB ses‐
sions.
Classification results showed that 5787 QCB sessions (3876 QCB sessions in the AOL
data set and 1911 in the Sogou data set) could be manually classified based on our hierar‐
chy, and 213 QCB sessions (124 QCB sessions in the AOL data set and 89 QCB sessions in
the Sogou data set) could not be classified because of insufficient behavior evidence, for
example, if all the clicked‐on web pages in a QCB session were invalid.
Figure 3 shows the category and pattern distribution in QCB sessions; we found that
more than 54% of the QCB sessions fell into topic specialization QCB category (43% of
them fell into the topic specialization query first pattern and 57% of them fell into the
dominative query first pattern), 36% of the QCB sessions fell into the relation discovery
category, and only 10% of the QCB sessions fell into the query diversification category.
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57%

43%

54%
Topic specialization

Dominative query first
Topic specialization query first.
95%

5%

36%

Similarity oriented
Distinction oriented

Relation discovery

100%

10%

Diversification mining

Query diversification

Figure 3. Category and pattern distribution in QCB sessions.

3.4. Successful vs. Unsuccessful QCB
We now turn our attention to understanding the role QCB play in the exploratory
search process, to know, for example, whether users can find their required information
by performing QCB. This is important because methods should be designed to help users
combine queries if most users benefit from QCB. Conversely, if QCB blocks users’ explor‐
atory processes, search engines should avoid users combining queries. For this purpose,
we began by identifying the success of QCB, as follows:



Successful: QCB sessions where users can find their required information by issuing
CBQs.
Unsuccessful: QCB sessions where searchers failed to find the required information
by issuing CBQs.

These criteria are inspired by Ahmed Hassan’s study [26]. After labeling, participants
were asked to answer the following question, if a QCB was judged as “successful”:


Do you think CPQ should be issued if the user issues CBQ in advance? Select “Yes”
or “No”.

In addition, participants were asked to answer the following question, if a QCB was
judged as “unsuccessful”:


Why do you think the user failed to succeed by issuing CBQ? Describe what you
think made this QCB fail in one sentence.

The distribution of “successful” and “unsuccessful” searches is shown in Table 1. The
table shows that most of the QCB were successful (more than 86%). We also found that
43% of users completed their search processes after issuing CBQs. In addition, most QCB
were “successful” for each of the 3 QCB categories (the lowest was more than 75% for the
query diversification category). These findings suggest that users can find their required
information by exhibiting QCB.
Table 1. Distribution of “successful” and “unsuccessful” searches.

Total
Successful
Unsuccessful

86%
14%

Topic
Specialization
88%
12%

Relation
Discovery
86%
14%

Query
Diversification
75%
25%

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the judgments of the question when QCB was
judged as “successful”. It is observed from Figure 4 that most (more than 88%) users can
find their required information by issuing CBQ without issuing CPQ, providing strong
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evidence that prompting users to combine queries can help them to complete their search
task quickly.
In addition, Table 2 summarizes the top three mentioned reasons which make QCB
“unsuccessful”. About 54% of QCB were judged as “unsuccessful” because users explored
the wrong search objects in the topic. This highlights that accurate identification of user
information requirements is helpful for these users. We also notice that about 11% of “un‐
successful” searches were judged as such because users issued invalid combinations; whis
is where users combine queries for unknown reasons, for example, the QCB session
<“fire”, “flame”, “fire flame”>, with all kinds of unrelated clicks. We suspect that these
users may randomly combine queries together, or forget to delete the previously issued
terms when reissuing a query.

12%

88%
Yes

No

Figure 4. Distribution of “Yes” and “No” in answering the question “Do you think CPQ should be
issued if the user issues CBQ in advance? “.
Table 2. Top three mentioned reasons that make QCB fail.

Top 1
Top 2
Top 3

Reason
Explored wrong search object in topic.
The search results of CBQ and CPQ are same.
Invalid combinations.

54%
17%
11%

4. Characterizing Query Combination Behavior
In this section, we analyze some key characteristics to support automatic classifica‐
tion for QCB sessions, such as query characteristics, click characteristics, and content char‐
acteristics.
4.1. Query Characteristics
The most obvious factors to distinguish between QCB types may be the characteris‐
tics of queries. Therefore, we examined several different aspects of queries in QCB ses‐
sions, as follows:
Average Semantic Distance of Queries: Semantic distance between CPQs may be a
factor distinguishing the “relation discovery category” from all other QCB categories. To
examine this, we measured the average similarity distance between CPQs in each QCB
session for each QCB type.
We measure semantic distance between queries based on CLSM (convolutional latent
semantic model), presented by Shen and He [40,41], which can generate a continuous se‐
mantic vector representation for each query string. The semantic distance between any
two CPQs is calculated as the cosine similarity between their vectors in that semantic
space, which is computed as Equation (1), as follows:
𝑆𝑖𝑚 𝐶𝑃𝑄 , 𝐶𝑃𝑄

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑖 𝑛 𝑣 , 𝑣

|| ||||

||

(1)

𝑣 and 𝑣 are the semantic vectors of 𝐶𝑃𝑄 and 𝐶𝑃𝑄 . A semantic distance value of
one indicates QCB with perfect same semantics. On the contrary, a semantic distance
value of zero indicates that the semantic between QCB is completely unrelated.
Figure 5 shows the average semantic distances between all CPQ in every QCB session
for each QCB pattern. We notice from the figure that the average semantic distance of CPQ
seemed to be a factor to distinguish between QCB patterns except for distinguishing be‐
tween dominative query first pattern and topic specialization query first pattern. This can
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be explained by the analysis, where we discussed that the difference between dominative
query first pattern and topic specialization query first pattern is the time sequence be‐
tween dominative queries and topic specialization queries. The differences (other than the
difference between dominative query first pattern and topic specialization query first pat‐
tern) between QCB patterns were statically significant at the 0.05 level, according to the
two‐tailed t‐test and variance analyses.
Subtask Belonging to Queries: In addition, we also considered the subtask belonging
to the queries. Exploratory search tasks often tend to have multiple subtasks associated
with them [42,43]. As we discussed, a given CPQ in a QCB session which was judged into
the topic specialization category may be more likely to belong to the same subtask.
To examine this, we considered the Bayesian rose tree (BRT) model, proposed by
Mehrotra and Yilmaz, which has been proved to be one of the most advantageous tech‐
niques for searching subtask clustering [44]. Figure 6 shows the distribution of subtask
belonging for each QCB pattern. A value of one indicates that all CPQs in every QCB
session fell into the same search subtasks, while a value of zero indicates that each CPQ
in every QCB session fell into different search subtasks.
We notice from the figure that CPQs in the topic specialization QCB sessions are more
likely in the same subtasks (more than 82%), which aligns with our previous observation.
In addition, the CPQ in the relation discovery category is more likely in the same subtasks
than that in the query diversification category.
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Figure 5. Average semantic distances between all CPQs in every QCB session for each QCB pattern.
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Figure 6. Distribution of subtask belonging for each QCB pattern.

The differences between patterns in each QCB category were not statistically signifi‐
cant at the 0.05 level according to the two‐tailed t‐test and the variance analysis, suggest‐
ing that this was unlikely to be a distinguishing factor. However, the differences between
categories were statistically significant at the 0.05 level according to a two‐tailed t‐test and
the variance analysis, suggesting that this characteristic could be able to distinguish be‐
tween QCB categories.
4.2. Click Characteristics
Users who performed different QCB patterns were likely to have different explora‐
tory features, and clicks could provide additional information about users’ exploration
processes. Therefore, click characteristics may be another factor to distinguish between
QCB patterns. We examined this as follows:
Number of Clicks: A large number of clicks after issuing a query may indicate that
the exploratory process is complex, or the returned results cannot meet the user’s infor‐
mation needs. We considered that these features may also contribute to distinguishing
QCB patterns. We examined this by computing three aspects of the average number of
clicks, as follows:




The average number of clicks after issuing a CPQ for each QCB pattern.
The average number of clicks after issuing a CBQ for each QCB pattern.
The average number of clicks after issuing the other queries in every QCB session for
each pattern.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of the three aspects. While QCB patterns in the same
category show similar distributions, we only display the distribution for QCB categories.
It is interesting to note that the average numbers of clicks after CPQ in each QCB category
show significant differences. The average number of clicks after CPQ in the topic special‐
ization category is obviously higher than those in the other categories. This aligns with
our previous work, where we discussed that the search results returned by both domina‐
tive queries and topic specialization queries contained all the users’ information needs.
Users who performed this QCB pattern have to explore more information from the search
results for the CPQ. On the contrary, CPQs in the other QCB pattern will not be the users’
search objects. The average number of clicks after a CPQ in the relation discovery category
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is clearly less than those in the other categories. The differences between an average num‐
ber of clicks after a given CPQ are statistically significant at the 0.05 level, according to a
two‐tailed t‐test, suggesting that this is likely to be a distinguishing factor for QCB cate‐
gories.
We also notice from the figure that the average number of clicks after issuing CBQ in
the “query diversification category” of QCB sessions is significantly less than those in the
other category of QCB sessions. This may be because users who performed this QCB cat‐
egory were less likely to be judged as “successful” in their searches. The differences be‐
tween an average number of clicks after a given CBQ are statistically significant at the 0.05
level according to a two‐tailed t‐test, suggesting that this is likely to be a distinguishing
factor of query diversification QCB sessions.
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Figure 7. Distribution of three aspects of the average number of clicks in QCB sessions for each QCB
category.

4.3. Content Characteristics
During the information retrieval process, characterizing search outcomes is the most
direct way to access users [10]. According to Vakkari [13], the search outcome, typically
text content, is an indicator of learning. In this paper, we conceptualize content character‐
istics as learning characteristics where we could identify the learning characteristics of
QCB users during the information retrieval process.
An increasing interest in the outcome of searching has led to a better understanding
of the structures of learning from the outcome. A typical outcome analyzed is a web page
text, based on search results. Compared with click characteristics, content characteristics
(such as web pages, search engine results pages) might provide more implicit features
[45]. Therefore, we further analyzed the contents to mine users’ learning characteristics.
Learn from Contents: In the process of manual classification, we observed that some
CBQ can be directly found on search engine results pages returned by issuing CPQs or on
web pages clicked after issuing CPQ. We apply the following definition for this learning
behavior:
Definition: Content Inspire Behaviors Sessions (CIB) are QCB sessions where the
CBQ can be directly found on search engine results pages returned by issuing CPQ or on
web pages clicked after issuing CPQ.
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CIB is a typical searching as learning behavior, where users learned CBQ in contents
of search outcomes. In QCB sessions that performed CIB, CBQs are a learning outcome
for QCB search sessions that performed CIB. Therefore, we can mine users’ learning char‐
acteristics by analyzing CIB.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of CIB vs. no‐CIB for each QCB pattern. We notice
from the figure that patterns in topic specialization QCB category show similar distribu‐
tion (show more than 71% of the CIB). It is also interesting that patterns in relation to the
discovery of QCB category show opposite distribution. Distinction‐oriented pattern QCB
sessions have significantly less likely to show CIB. This might be because the difference
between CPQs is latent. All differences, except the difference between patterns in the topic
specialization category, reported in Figure 8 are statically significant at the 0.05 level, ac‐
cording to two‐tailed t‐test and the variance analysis.
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Distinction Diversification
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Figure 8. Distribution of CIB vs. no‐CIB for each QCB pattern.

5. Automatic QCB Classification
We successfully completed the task of manual classification for QCB sessions and
have characterized a series of key aspects of QCB sessions that are significant in distin‐
guishing between QCB patterns. In this section, we try to utilize them as features to build
models for automatic QCB pattern classification.
5.1. Features
In addition to the features mentioned, we found some features in existing works
which may correlate with our study for classification [46–50], for example, topic features,
which have been provided to be a factor to differ from search behaviors [51]. In addition,
we also utilize some common features in exploratory search studies [52], such as session
length (the number of web search engine queries issued in a session) [53]. A summary of
the features used for automatically classifying QCB sessions is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Features used for automatic QCB classification.

QCB Features
Name
Number of queries
Semantic similarity of queries
Subtask belonging of queries

Description
Query Features
Number of queries in QCB session.
Average semantic similarity of queries in QCB session.
Subtask belonging of CPQ in QCB session.
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Distance between queries
End of session
Time between queries

Number of queries between the first CPQ and the last CPQ in QCB session.
Whether the CBQ is the last query in QCB session.
Average time between CPQ.
(1) Average Jaccard coeff between the term sets of CPQ;
(2) Average Jaccard coeff between the term sets of CBQ and CBQ.
Average norm edit distance between query strings.
(1) Average inter‐query time per CPQ;
(2) inter‐query time of CBQ.
Query length in number of terms.
Average cosine distance between embedding vectors of the CBQ and CPQ.
Click Features
(1) Average number of clicks per CPQ;
(2) Number of clicks after CBQ;
(3) Number of clicks in QCB session;
(4) Number of CPQ with no click;
(5) Number of CBQ with no click.
Same click after CBQ and any CPQ.

Similarity queries
Edit distance between queries
Inter‐query time
Query length
Embedding distance *

Number of clicks

Number of repeating clicks
Content Features

Number of combined queries which can be directly found on clicked on web
pages or on SERP.
(1) Average SERP Similarity returned by CPQ;
(2) Average SERP Similarity between CBQ and each CPQ.
(1) Average content semantic similarity of web pages per clicks after CPQ;
(2) Average content semantic similarity of web pages between CPQ;
(3) Average content semantic similarity of web pages between CPQ and CBQ.

Learn from contents
Similarity of SERP
Content semantic similarity
Other Features
Total dwell time
Topic *
Topic Entropy *

Total dwell time in QCB session.
Binary variable for every visited URL topic.
Topic distribution entropy.
“*” means these features are inspired by previous studies on exploratory search behaviors.

5.2. Classification for QCB Types
After identifying the features, we first described an automatic QCB classification
model, and then we described our experimental setup and the results for the classification
experiments. We conducted experiments using the QCB sessions described, which had
approximately 6000 QCB sessions and 23,871 queries. These QCB sessions were manually
classified and labeled. To ensure the validity of features in each QCB session, we began
by performing standard text normalization where we removed leading spaces, trailing
spaces, and stop words.
We used 10‐fold cross‐validation for all experiments and we trained our classifier to
classify QCB based on the gradient boosting tree (GBT) model [54,55]. We adopted the
GBT model because it can handle heterogeneous features and has a good prediction
power [48]. We trained each QCB pattern as one class, and the GBT algorithm is summa‐
rized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Gradient boosting tree (GBT)
arg min ∑ 𝐿 𝑦 , 𝑎
1: Initialize 𝐹 𝑥
2: for m=1,2,…,M do
3:
for i=1,2,…,N do
4:

𝑦

,
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5:

end for

6:

𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑔 min ∑

𝑦

7:

𝜇

𝑎𝑟𝑔 min ∑

𝐿 𝑦 ,𝐹

8:
𝐹 𝑥
9: end for
∑
10: 𝐹 𝑥

𝐹

∑

𝑥

𝑇 𝑥 ,𝑎
𝜇𝑇 𝑥 , 𝑎

𝑥

𝜇 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎

𝜇 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎

The input of Algorithm 1 is the training data set 𝑆
𝑥 ,𝑦 , 𝑥 ,𝑦 ,…, 𝑥 ,𝑦 ,
and the sample size is N. 𝑥 ∈ 𝑥 ⊂ 𝑅 , where 𝑥 is the feature set we proposed in Table 3.
𝑦 ∈ 𝑦 ⊂ 𝑅, where y is the QCB pattern set. The output is the optimal mapping function F
(x), which minimizes the loss function 𝐿 𝑦, 𝐹 𝑥 by ensemble weak learners (CATR de‐
cision tree).
The
GBT
model
combines
M
individual
CATR
decision
trees
𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎 , 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎 , … , 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎 , where 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎 is the ith CATR decision tree. Therefore, the
function F(x) can be expressed as Equation (2), as follows:
∑

𝐹 𝑥

𝜇 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎

(2)

For the mth CATR decision tree 𝑇 𝑆, 𝑎 , 𝜇 is the weight for this classifier, and 𝑎
determines the structure of the tree. The paremeters 𝜇 and 𝑎 are determined itera‐
tively, which can ensure that the loss function L(y, F (x)) is minimized. 𝜇 and 𝑎 can
be determined as Equation (3), as follows:
𝜇 ,𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑔 min ∑
,

The GBT algorithm initialized 𝐹 𝑥

𝐿 𝑦 ,𝐹
arg min ∑

𝜇𝑇 𝑥 , 𝑎

𝑥

(3)

𝐿 𝑦 , 𝑎 at the beginning of Algo‐

rithm 1; however, it is difficult to directly solve 𝜇 and 𝑎 . Therefore, we estimate 𝜇
and 𝑎 with a simple two‐step procedure [56,57]. The GBT algorithm first estimates 𝑎
as Equation (4), as follows:
𝑎

𝑎𝑟𝑔 min

𝑦

𝑇 𝑥 ,𝑎

(4)

After the 𝑎 estimated, the output of the CATR decision tree is constant, so that the
weight 𝜇 can be straightforwardly estimated using a line search on the loss function
[58,59].
To study the performances of our approach, we also experimented with other classi‐
fiers, such as multiple additive regression trees (MART) [50], SVM, and C4.5 [60].
For every classifier, we use the area under the curve (AUC) of ROC, accuracy, and
the F1 score to evaluate these models’ performance. Table 4 presents the results of the
QCB pattern classification experiment. Experimental results show that the GBT model
yielded better performances than the other baseline classifiers. From the results, we can
see that, using the features, the gradient boosting tree can effectively classify QCB ses‐
sions. The AUC reaches 79.23 in the QCB classification.
Table 4. Performance of QCB sessions classification.

Gradient Boosting Tree
Logistic Regression
SVM
C4.5

AUC
79.23 *
72.27
73.42
72.84

Accuracy
77.19 *
70.05
72.23
71.61

F1
78.81 *
72.41
73.37
72.27

* indicates statistical significance at p < 0.05 using paired t‐tests compared to baseline.
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Table 5 shows the classification power of GBT for each QCB pattern. The results for
the classification experiments demonstrate that GBT shows more performances in the clas‐
sification of patterns in the topic specialization category and relation discovery category.
Indeed, as can be seen from Table 5, the relative proportions of AUC in the diversification
mining of the QCB pattern are much less than the other patterns.
Table 5. Performance of QCB sessions’ classification.

Dominative query first
Topic specialization query first
Similarity‐oriented pattern
Distinction‐oriented pattern
Diversification mining

AUC
81.21
81.34
82.15
79.89
77.67

Accuracy
77.47
77.21
77.91
77.14
74.38

F1
78.94
70.11
79.59
78.21
76.02

6. Discussion and Conclusions
Exploratory search users have to seek with more effort to meet their information
needs [61]. Therefore, exploratory search studies aim to help users find their required in‐
formation with minimal efforts [62].
QCB is a special type of query reformulation behavior. Query reformulation studies
focus on studying the users who modify their initial or previous queries, based on the
judgment of search results. Previous work mainly focuses on (i) exploring the inspiration
of search results to users [29]; (ii) exploring the regularity of query reformulation in his‐
torical data [63]. However, previous studies neglected to explore the relationship between
the issued queries and the reformulate queries. We believe that exploring these relation‐
ships is helpful for understanding how users synthesize information. Our work is differ‐
entiated from previous studies because we successfully explored a typical kind of rela‐
tionship where users combine issued queries into a new query; furthermore, we found the
regular patterns of how users synthesize information.
Our first finding was that we introduced a kind of novel exploratory search behavior
where users combine two or more previously issued queries into new queries. On both
the AOL and the Sogou data sets, we observed that users can easily find their required
information by combining queries where they analyzed and synthesized the information
they have learned. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have focused on
this typical exploratory search behavior. Better understanding of this kind of exploratory
search behavior is important for exploring how users search and learn during information
retrieval processes and can further help people find information more easily.
We list our main contributes as follows: (1) through analysis on millions of search
logs, we have explored the space of QCB types and have described a two‐layer hierar‐
chical structure to better understand the nature of QCB; (2) through manual classification
of QCB sessions, we have proposed that users can find their required information easily
by performing QCB, and we further found that prompting users to perform QCB can also
help them find their required information easily; (3) we characterized aspects of how users
combine queries, where we found some statically significant differences to support the
manual classification of QCB patterns; (4) based on these characteristics, we developed a
classifier to accurately predict QCB types, with a view to helping systems understand
what web searchers really want.
Our research supports further analysis of different QCB patterns. Ideally, a search
engine would interpret the behavioral signals that indicate QCB, accurately classify QCB
types, and provide personalized help to searchers to help them attain task success. For
example, through the following possibilities:
Enhance understanding of the constructs of learning in searching: Soo Young Rieh
and Kevyn Collins‐Thompson [10] proposed that providing users with a high‐quality re‐
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sult list is not enough—it is important to distinguish different kinds of constructs of learn‐
ing in searching. As we demonstrated, users perform QCB after learning search outcomes,
analyzing search results, and bringing pieces of information together. Different search
patterns can reflect users’ different learning characteristics. Therefore, different QCB cat‐
egories and patterns can reflect different kinds of constructs of learning in searching and
can help search engines to provide more personalized learning strategies.
Enhance query recommendation strategies: As we demonstrated, users who explore
the topics of their information needs, or who explore their information needs within top‐
ics, are highly likely to perform QCB. Learning the relationship between users’ search
goals and topics allows search systems to generate hints of queries to prompt QCB (e.g.,
add a topic term of pivotal queries), and propose them in real‐time, as people are search‐
ing.
Overall, a better understanding QCB and accurate prediction of QCB patterns can
help searchers and search engines reduce searching efforts. Although our findings are
promising, there are still some limitations of this study. In future work, we want to expand
on several ideas touched upon by this work. (i) Firstly, we must enhance our classifier—
human‐labeled data limited our prediction capability; therefore, we plan to explore meth‐
ods that use unlabeled data to improve our classification efficiency and to explore high‐
level features by deep learning methods, developing a more accurate classifier for QCB
patterns. (ii) Secondly, we plan to develop a further understanding of when users have
needed to combine queries, and further develop QCB pattern‐oriented recommendation
systems that support exploratory search users to synthesize information and meet their
information needs quickly.
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